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VYN Switzerland
Basel
-(+ is the Swiss name behind the world’s first 
“repairable” sneaker. “We designed and re-engineered 
the sneaker’s vulnerable parts in a way that you can 
change them yourself,” explains Catherine Meuter, 
co-founder and creative director of -(+. Indeed,  
all you need is a coin to help pop out the worn-out 
heel piece and insert a new one. The other frequently 
worn-out spot at the back of the leather trainer, 
known as the heel counter, is also replaceable. The 
heel sets come in di.erent colours and are available 
through the -(+ online store.

“-(+ is a combination of Swiss innovative spirit, 
Scandinavian minimalist design, Japanese wabi-
sabi, which means beauty in imperfection, and an 
appreciation for Italian craftsmanship,” says Meuter. 
After spearheading Giorgio Armani’s shoe collections 
for years, Meuter decided that it was time to disrupt 
the trainer industry – one of the most polluting 
in the fashion world. “The problem is the annual 
overproduction of sneakers that become obsolete after 
just one season and end up in a landfill.” Handcrafted 
in northern Italy, the -(+ Classic model is unisex and 
comes in o.-white, taupe and chocolate brown. — /0'
vyn.one
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Paraboot
France

Paraboot, a French 
label known for creating 
beautiful products with 
fastidious attention to 
detail, has pushed its 
manufacturing team to 
make a handsome new 
shoe that draws upon 
recycled rubber and 
o.-cut leather strips. 
Debuted at Pitti Uomo 
in January, the shoe  
will be in shops in 
September – be sure  
to reserve yours. — +%
paraboot.com
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HandPicked
Italy

Located in Adria, 
Europe’s region for 
denim production, 
HandPicked adds  
Italian craft with 
handmade details,  
low-impact materials  
and a modern fit. This 
white pair, with a subtle 
swirl on the back pocket, 
is a spring treat. — +%
handpicked.it

/*78#% by Brooksfield, 
%-$9')% by Sunspel,
/#*+$ by HandPicked,
"#0% by Tod’s, "*+&*+* 
by Labour and Wait
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Stoy
Aarhus
From the outside, Stoy appears to be 
the modest-sized fashion boutique 
you would expect to find in Aarhus, 
Denmark’s second city. But follow the 
staircase downstairs, into what was 
previously a hotel basement bar, and 
you will discover a sprawling selection 
of clothing and accessories to rival that 
of the best retailers in Copenhagen. 

“It has taken a while to grow this,” 
says Aarhus native Jakob Støy, who 
founded the shop with his father 
Torben ;! years ago. “But we’re now 
exactly where we want to be.” Stoy 
stocks about :< brands, from big  
names such as Jil Sander and Issey 
Miyake to up-and-coming Danish 
labels such as Division, which makes 
casualwear from deadstock fabrics. 

Støy doesn’t set aesthetic  
boundaries when buying for the 
shop but craftsmanship and a sense 
of exclusivity are top of his agenda. 
“We always go with our gut,” says the 
founder. “But the brand has to have  
the right strategy for us: they should  
be selling in only a select few stores.” 

Online retailing is another key part 
of the business. Curiously, its site has 
amassed a cult following in South 
Korea, where small, cutting-edge 
Danish fashion brands are coveted. 

For Støy, this reflects a broader trend 
where shoppers, tired of multinationals 
with never-ending catalogues, are 
turning to local shops. “It’s a big 
moment for stores like ours that have 
small but perfect selections,” says  
Støy. “Our concept is quality.” — $)2
stoy.com
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The English Di.erence
UK

As the name suggests, The English Di.erence, founded by London concept 
shop Garbstore, is dedicated to celebrating all things British and “Made in 
England”. Its Beacon cardigan references vintage military knitwear, reworked 
for today with an oversized silhouette and ribbed trims. — +%

7*)&'>*+, /?6,#) and "#*+'# by The English Di!erence@from Couverture & The 
Garbstore, %-$9')% by Sunspel, /#*+$ by Brooksfield, ")*7#0#% by The Mechanists
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